Fiction
—The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams
—Insane City by Dave Barry
—The Sellout by Paul Beatty
—The Uncommon Reader by Alan Bennett
—Fleishman is in Trouble by Taffy Brodesser-Akner
—Make Russia Great Again by Christopher Buckley
—Highfire by Eoin Colfer
—Seven Year Switch by Claire Cook
—Finlay Donovan Is Killing It by Elle Cosimano
—The Pelican by Martin Michael Driessen
—Heartburn by Nora Ephron
—One for the Money by Janet Evanovich
—Headlong by Michael Frayn
—God on the Rocks by Jane Gardam
—Heart of Junk by Luke Geddes
—Less by Andrew Sean Greer
—Frederica by Georgette Heyer
—Squeeze Me by Carl Hiaasen
—Funny Girl by Nick Hornby
—A Prayer for Owen Meany by John Irving
—Surprise Me by Sophie Kinsella
—Rich People Problems by Kevin

—A Star is Bored by Byron Lane
—A Promise of Ankles by Alexander McCall Smith
—Miss Julia Speaks Her Mind by Ann B. Ross
—The Grammarians by Cathleen Schine
—Hope Never Dies by Andrew Shaffer
—The Rosie Project by Graeme Simsion
—The Martian by Andy Weir
—Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood by Rebecca Wells
—Get Real by Donald E. Westlake
—Nothing to See Here by Kevin Wilson
—Young Jane Young by Gabrielle Zevin

Biography and Memoir
—Too Soon to Say Goodbye by Art Buchwald
—So, Anyway... by John Cleese
—Bossypants by Tina Fey
—Talking as Fast as I Can by Lauren Graham
—The Last Black Unicorn by Tiffany Haddish
—Vacationland by John Hodgman
—Always Look On the Bright Side of Life by Eric Idle
—A Very Punchable Face by Colin Jost
—Why Not Me? by Mindy Kaling
—Grace (Eventually) by Anne Lamott
—Yes, My Accent is Real by Kunal Nayyar
—You Don’t Look Your Age... by Sheila Nevins
—Born A Crime by Trevor Noah
—Paddle Your Own Canoe by Nick Offerman
—Running in the Family by Michael Ondaatje
—So Close to Being the Sh*t, Y’all Don’t Even Know by Retta
—I Must Say by Martin Short
—The Autobiography of Mark Twain by Mark Twain
—Laugh lines: my life helping funny people be funnier: a cultural memoir by Alan Zweibel

**Funny Thoughts on Serious Topics**
—Modern Romance by Aziz Ansari
—What If? : serious scientific answers to absurd hypothetical questions by Randall Munroe
—Gumption by Nick Offerman
—Assassination Vacation by Sarah Vowell
—Born to Kvetch Michael Wex

**Essays and other Writings**
—Sick in the Head by Judd Apatow
—You Can Date Boys When You’re Forty by Dave Barry
—Adulthood by Andy Boyle

—The Road to Little Dribbling by Bill Bryson
—I Am America (And So Can You) by Stephen Colbert
—Seriously...I’m Kidding by Ellen DeGeneres
—I Feel Bad About My Neck by Nora Ephron
—Thank You Notes by Jimmy Fallon
—Food: A Love Story by Jim Gaffigan
—Little Victories by Jason Gay
—The Office : The Untold Story of the Greatest Sitcom of the 2000s by Andy Greene
—More Information Than You Require by John Hodgman
—I Might Regret This by Abbi Jacobson
—Do You Mind if I Cancel? by Gary Janetti
—The Madwoman in the Volvo by Sandra Tsing Loh
—The Greatest Love Story Ever Told by Megan Mullally & Nick Offerman
—Everything’s Trash, but It’s Okay by Phoebe Robinson
—Common Nonsense by Andrew A. Rooney
—I See Life Through Rosé--Colored Glasses by Lisa Scottoline & Francesca Serritella
—The Best of Me by David Sedaris
—Little Weirds by Jenny Slate
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